We present sensitive Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) observations of SiO masers in the inner parsecs of the Galactic center (GC). We detected five SiO J=2-1, v=1 (86 GHz) masers in the innner 25 ′′ (1 pc) of the GC. All the detected 86 GHz SiO masers are previously known SiO J=1-0, v=1 (43 GHz) masers and associated with late-type stars. Eighteen 43 GHz SiO masers were detected within 50 ′′ (2 pc) of Sagittarius A*. Among them, seven are detected for the first time, which brings the total number of 43 GHz SiO masers to 22 in this region.
Abstract.
We present sensitive Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) observations of SiO masers in the inner parsecs of the Galactic center (GC). We detected five SiO J=2-1, v=1 (86 GHz) masers in the innner 25 ′′ (1 pc) of the GC. All the detected 86 GHz SiO masers are previously known SiO J=1-0, v=1 (43 GHz) masers and associated with late-type stars. Eighteen 43 GHz SiO masers were detected within 50 ′′ (2 pc) of Sagittarius A*. Among them, seven are detected for the first time, which brings the total number of 43 GHz SiO masers to 22 in this region.
SiO maser emission arising from the circumstellar envelope is believed to be a reliable tracer of the gravitational field because they can be treated as point-like particles and are not subject to forces from magnetic fields, winds, or collisions. At 43 GHz, fifteen SiO masers have been detected with VLA (Menten et al. 1997; Reid et al. 2003 Reid et al. , 2007 . However, these observations were limited by the receiver band coverage. Limited by observing facilities, the number and distribution of 86 GHz SiO maser sources in the central few parsecs of the GC is poorly known (Sjouwerman et al., in prep.) .
At 86 GHz, we observed Sgr A* and its vicinity with Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) of the Australia Telescope National Facility (ATNF) in October, 2007. Two data sets were acquired from the ATCA archive, which were performed in 2006 May and 2007 May. Our 43 GHz ATCA observations were conducted on June 3 and October 3, 2008. All the observations pointed at the position of Sgr A*, allowing detection of masers within the primary beam of an ATCA antenna (∼ 36 ′′ FWHM at 86 GHz, ∼ 72 ′′ FWHM at 43 GHz). The data were reduced in the standard manner using MIRIAD.
At 86 GHz, five maser sources associated with IRS 7, IRS 12N, IRS 28, IRS 10EE and IRS 15NE were detected. IRS 7 is likely to be the strongest 86 GHz SiO maser source in the inner 1 pc of the GC region, with a peak flux density of about 641 mJy B −1 in May 2006. Eighteen 43 GHz SiO maser sources were detected. Eleven of them are identified within the errors with previous detections. Seven new SiO maser stars were discovered. One of these new detections, offset from Sgr A* by (+0. ′′ 9, -8. ′′ 0), is coincident within the errors with IRS 14NE, a known AGB star (Blum et al. 1996) . Following the naming of SiO maser sources adopted by Reid et al. (2007) , other six new detections were named as respectively . This 
